MULTI-DECK HORIZONTAL
SCREENING MACHINE
Series MHR The screening machine for fine particles
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Function
The multi-deck horizontal screening machine type
MHR has a linear throw and can be equipped with up
to 19 decks for the precise separation of dry materials.
Depending on the material to be classified the
throughput can vary from 50 kg/h to 50 t/h with cut
points of 32 µm up to 8 mm

Test MHR 5/14/V
A test machine 500 x 1400 mm with up to 7 decks is
available in our laboratory in Muelheim or can be hired
for tests on site.

Micro throw of the material is achieved using two
counterweight motors with a very steep angle of throw.
This means that the material has the same slow transport
speed on all decks. The high quantity of nearly vertical
vibrations affected on the particles, the relieving decks
and the large screen area ensure particles of analytical
screen quality.

Construction

Applications

The modular construction allows 6 machine sizes, from
0.35 m² to 5.6 m². Up to 19 screen decks can be stacked
and combined to various screen units. The maximum
screen area is about 100 m².
Eight special frames per deck are available which can
be exchanged quickly. Specially shaped food quality
spheres in the screen frames prevent blinding of the
mesh.

In the beginning this machine was developed for the
abrasives industry. Meanwhile a multitude of other
applications have been found as abrasives, Quartz
sand, glass balls, sugar, salt, metal powder, ground
rubber, cable debris and fertiliser to mention just a
few. Whenever dry material has to be classified very
accurately into a number of fractions, the MHR machine
offers the solution.
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Multi-deck horizontal Screening machine Series MHR
n Separation from 32 µm to 8 mm
n Large screen area, up to 100 m² for one machine

n Suitable for very abrasive materials
i.e. Grinding and sandblasting media
n Contact material of stainless steel

n Multiple highly accurate cut points

n Non-metallic screening

n Keeping the screen mesh clear

n ATEX execution

n Flexible feed arrangement for customer
specific solutions

n Inexpensive Screen frames of wood
or food quality stainless steel frames

n Low transport speed for gentle classificatio

n Easy maintenance, long lasting construction

Production machine MHR 20/28/XVII (2 IIX) width 2000 mm,
length 2800 mm with 17 decks in two screen units

MHR

Typical sizes

5/7

5/14

7/20

Example of 5 separations in 2 screen units
MHR 10/28/XI (2 V) double the screen area

10/21

10/28

20/28

From 0.35 m²
to 5.6 m², easy to handle
screen frames 490 x 700 mm
or 700 x 980 mm of either
wood or stainless steel

Series

MHR 5/7

MHR 5/14

MHR 7/20

MHR 10/21

MHR 10/28

MHR 20/28

Width [mm]

500

500

700

1000

1000

2000

Length [mm]

700

1400

2000

2100

2800

2800

Screen area per deck [m²]

0.35

0.7

1.4

2.1

2.8

5.6

Max. Area [m²]

2.5

5

15

25

30

100

2 x 0.2

2 x 0.5

2x1

2 x 1.7

2 x 1.7

2x4

Drive motor [kW]
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One Solution. Worldwide.

SIEBTECHNIK TEMA provides more than 50 local support
offices and facilities worldwide, with our main sites located in:
Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany | Rijswijk / The Hague, The Netherlands | Daventry, Great Britain
Mundolsheim, France | Madrid, Spain | Sydney, Australia | Cincinnati, USA | Tianjin, China

We are experts in the field of solid-liquid separation and the processing of bulk materials

SIEBTECHNIK GmbH | Platanenallee 46 | 45478 Mülheim a.d. Ruhr
GERMANY | www.siebtechnik-tema.com | sales@siebtechnik.com
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Automation | Channel conveyors | Crushing & Milling Equipment | Control Screening Machines
Decanter | Dryers | Laboratory Equipment | Pneumatic Tube Systems | Preparation Systems
Process Equipment | Pulsator Jigs | Pusher Centrifuges | Sampling Systems | Screening
Machines | Screen Worm Centrifuges | Sliding Centrifuges | Vibrating Centrifuges

